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https://www.literaturewales.org/our-projects/sgwennu-ar-y-dibyn-writing-on-the-edge-copy/
https://www.literaturewales.org/lw-news/share-your-words-an-exciting-new-project-in-newport/
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Since April 2019…
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https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/may/15/research-reading-books-surged-lockdown-thrillers-crime
https://www.literaturewales.org/about/our-impact-2/representation-equality/
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http://www.landoflegends.wales/
https://www.literaturewales.org/lw-news/earth-hour-mural-project/
https://www.literaturewales.org/our-projects/archive/weird-wales/


The proportion of Wales’ population participating in 
creative writing has increased by 3.1 percentage 
points from 9.4% in 2021.

The Arts Council of Wales Omnibus Survey 20/21 has not yet been 
released. We expect it to be published by autumn 2021. As left.

Arts Council of 
Wales Omnibus 
Survey on arts 
participation

At least 100,000 creative participants and audience 
members engage in our activity annually, compared 
367,236 2020/2021.

This quarter, 34,551 creative participants and audience members 
have attended our activity ‘in person’. We’ve also engaged with 22, 
392 people through digital activities, including resources, social 
media, video and online activity. 

Since April 2021, 98,588 creative 
participants and audience members 
(including digital figures) have engaged 
with our activity. 

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports 

At least 50% of our creative participants identify 
with one or more of our Target Client Characteristics.

Due to COVID-19, this target is on hold. Many of our workshops have 
been postponed and we are still developing and rolling out a 
framework to collect data from those who engage with all of our 
digital commissions. 

As left.

Equality & 
Diversity 
monitoring 
forms

At least 550 creative participants are directed to our 
writer development opportunities compared to 694 
in 20/21. 

83 creative participants have been directed to our writer 
development opportunities in the above period. 

In total, 161 creative participants have 
been directed to our writer development 
opportunities since April 2021.

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports 
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We provide at least 300 creative and professional

opportunities for early career writers annually,

compared to 280 in 20/21.

53 creative and professional opportunities were provided to early career
writers this quarter. For example, Dominka Rau was appointed to deliver
activity as part of the third round of writer commissions following an
open callout and Sarah Featherstone and Francesca Kay co-led workshops
for refugees in Newport.

In total, we have provided 112 creative
and professional opportunities for
early career writers since April 2021.

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports 

There are at least 37,000 unique page views of our

online writer development information annually,

compared to 33,463 in 20/21.

Our writer development information received a total of 3,090 unique
page views, this quarter. We are currently developing useful information
and resources for writers at all stages of their career, and aim to deliver
writer training live events during Q.4.

In total, we have received a total of 8,
108 unique page views of our writer
development information.

Google analytics

A total of 150 young writers (aged 16-30) are

provided with sustained support annually, compared

to 175 in 20/21.
43 young writers were provided with sustained support this quarter.

In total, we have provided sustained
support to 76 young writers since April
2021.

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports 
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At least 260 established writers and 400 literary 

works are engaged in high-profile projects 

annually, compared to 234 and 410 respectively 

in 20/21.

77 established writers and 26 literary works have engaged in our high-
profile projects this quarter. 

In total, 112 writers and 221 literary works  
have engaged in high-profile projects since 
April 2021. 

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports 

We will collaborate on and facilitate at least 23 

partnership and exchange projects outside 

Wales annually, compared 18 in 20/21.

We have collaborated on and facilitated 4 partnership and exchange 
projects outside of Wales. 

In total, we have collaborated on and 
facilitated 10 partnerships and exchange 
projects outside of Wales since April 2021. 

Through our intervention, at least 80 

commissions per year are awarded to 

established writers by other organisations, 

compared to 114 in 20/21. 

6 commissions have been awarded to established writers by other 
organisations, including a commission by EYE Cymru for NPW, BPC, CLW 
and Future Generations Poet on the theme of ‘100 Words of Hope. The 
event has since been postponed until Autumn 2022.

In total, 15 commissions have been awarded 
to established writers by other organisations 
through our intervention since April 2021.

A minimum of 60 early career writers engage 

with our high-profile opportunities annually, 

compared to 57 in 20/21. 

28 early career writers have engaged with our high-profile projects.
In total, 35 early career writers have engaged 
in our high-profile projects since April 2021.
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100% of our data from our activity and 

operational projects is stored in our 

central monitoring & evaluation (M&E) 

hub

We have identified that not all of our activity and operational data is being captured 
through our monthly project progress and evaluation reports. This is due to staff feeling 
overwhelmed and demotivated by the current monitoring and evaluation processes. An 
updated training session will be run and further guidance will be provided by line 
managers during Q. 3. We will also be designing our new impact framework during this 
period.  

As left.

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports and 
annual
MARCOMMs 
survey

1 Annual Report communicating our 

impact has been circulated 
We have successfully produced our Annual Report 2020/2021. As left.

12 monthly [PAUSED 21/22] and 4 

quarterly evaluation reports have been 

produced 

This is the second quarterly evaluation report of 2021/2022. The plan of creating 
monthly reports has been put on pause and we are currently in the process of exploring 
different methods of improving internal communication within the organisation. 

We have produced 2 quarterly reports 
since April 2021. 

100% of new or perennial projects are 

pitched to SLT, and all reference learning 

points from our analysis

100% of projects have been pitched to SLT in the above period, and staff continue to 
engage well with the new pitching process. Feedback from staff suggests that the 
monthly Creative Meetings have been helpful to refine project pitches before 
submission. 

As left.
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100% staff have attended at least 3 cross-

team training sessions

In the above period 53% of staff attended varied internal and external cross 
team training sessions including an ACW Investment Review workshop 
attended by SLT, and internal induction and project handover training sessions.  

100% of staff have attended 2 cross 
team training sessions since April 
2021, and 68% attended a further 
session. 

Our project progress 
and evaluation 
reports 

At least 4 staff have benefitted from 

sustained professional development 

opportunities (e.g. courses)

3 Staff members have benefitted from sustained professional development, 
including our Bookkeeper Apprentice, who began attended weekly AAT training 
course in late September. 2 staff members also attend regular Welsh-language 
classes. 

3 staff have benefitted so far form 
sustained professional development 

Staff job satisfaction ratings have 

increased by at least 7%

We are currently finalising our staff well-being survey which will be sent out at 
the beginning of October. We prioritise staff well-being and carefully consider 
their preferences and situations when discussing a return to the office.

As left.

Company culture 
analysis as part of 
the Staff Well-Being 
Plan and the PDRs

At least 5% of our employees, volunteers, 

contractors and Directors identify as 

BAME and 5% have disabilities, and 1 of 

these is in a senior position on the staff 

and Board (pending vacancy availability)

Over this period an average of 11.49% our employees, volunteers, contractors 
and Directors identify as BAME and 0% have disabilities, and 4 of these are in a 
senior position on the staff and Board.

As left.
Our project progress 
and evaluation 
reports 

We will have worked with at least 20 

volunteers

3 volunteers have worked with us in the above period through our activity 
projects. 

We have worked with 7 volunteers in 
since 1 April 2021.



2 successful Trusts & Foundations grant 
applications for funds towards Tŷ Newydd 
conservation, repairs and maintenance work

No Trust & Foundation grant applications have been submitted in the above 
period. 

As left.

Our quarterly 

accounts and 

record of 

fundraising 

work Friends of Tŷ Newydd Scheme launched, 
and at least 30 new Friends join [PAUSED 
21/22]

Due to COVID-19 the Friends of Tŷ Newydd scheme, which will operate 
alongside the Friends of Literature Wales, is currently on hold. 

New specifications of works created by 
architects for urgent repairs needed on the 
conservatory [PAUSED 21/22]

Whilst the centre is closed due to COVID-19, works will remain on hold. 

As left.

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 
reports 

2 bedrooms refurbished to a high-standard 
[PAUSED 21/22]

At least 85% of Tŷ Newydd Course attendees 
agree that their visit helped them progress 
as an author, and 90% state that they will 
return to the centre in the future [PAUSED 
21/22]

Due to COVID-19, the collection of this data is paused. 
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Directly deliver no more than 10 projects 

annually 

6 projects have been directly delivered during this quarter, including Wales Book 
of the Year and Representing Wales. 

A total of 6 projects have been directly 
delivered this year.  Most directly delivered 
projects run year-round.

Our 
project 
progress 
and 
evaluation 

reports

Intensively support at least 30 partner-led 
projects as facilitators or secondary 
partners annually, and support another 30
with general in-kind support. 

We have intensively supported 8 partner-led projects as facilitators or secondary 
partners and provided 2 with general in-kind support

In total, we have intensively supported 20 
partner-led projects and provided general in-
kind support to another 15.

Provide funding and/or in-kind support to 
at least 500 individuals, groups and 
organisations annually, compared to 400 
forecast for 2020/2021.

In the above period, we have provided in-kind support to 113 individuals, groups 
and organisations. 

In total, we have provided in-kind support for 
153 individuals, groups and organisations. 

Have stimulated at least 12 new self-run 
sustainable literary projects in areas of 
need, compared to 10 forecast for 
2020/2021.

We have stimulated 5 new self-run sustainable literary projects in areas of need. 
In total, we have stimulated 16 new self-run 
sustainable literary projects in areas of need. 
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Partner with a language sector organisation to 
pilot a Welsh language project for children, 
young people and families.

We have identified an exciting new partnership with Mudiad Meithrin
with the aim of engaging with very young children to support the 
teaching of representative literature within an educational and home 
setting.

This is an exciting new potential partnership which we hope will have 
long-term impact. It is due to be confirmed in Q.3. 

As left.

Our project 
progress and 
evaluation 

reports
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The last quarter saw substantial changes within the team, as two members of staff left
and three recruitment campaigns were launched. We have used this as an opportunity
to tighten our internal structures and clarify staff roles and tasks. The decision to more
closely align the M & E and Comms departments was a key step towards successfully
implementing our impact framework which will take hold in the new financial year.

During the quarter, 2 members of staff conducted thorough research to design internal
pay guidelines based on staff practices. These will be used as we wait for extensive
research delivered by Aberystwyth University to be delivered in 2022. The application
process for funding this academic research will take place in Q.3. In the meantime, our
internal guidelines will ensure consistency and clarity within the organisation when
paying artists and writers.

Another piece of key research that was delivered was our State of the Nation Survey,
conducted by Strategic Research and Insight. A full report of the findings will be shared
internally during Q.3, but initial findings have already fed into our activity programming,
particularly Tŷ Newydd courses.

This quarter also highlighted the need for further refinement of operational processes
which have the potential to distract from project and strategic delivery. This has been
added to the risk register and processes will be reviewed for 22-25. Following on from
this, it has also been noted that staff find our monthly data collection overwhelming and
demotivating. Extra guidance will be provided by line managers and a refresh training
session will be provided for all staff in Q.3.

The development and submission of our 2022-2025 Strategic Plan was a key
organisational commitment during the quarter as all staff contributed to the drafting and
editing process. The Plan is based on thorough consultation work conducted with Critical
Friends during the summer and on key learning points noted over the last three years.

On top of delivering a strategic session with the full team during Q.1, the arts consultant
Gerri Moriarty also delivered 2 workshops for 3 members of staff to refine our impact
framework which is due to be launched in April 2022. The sessions were valuable in
learning ways to successfully communicate our impact and in creating a realistic
framework which takes staff capacity and our new organisational goals into
consideration.

The summer was also key for the development of the second edition of our flagship
programme, Representing Wales. We dedicated time to consulting with a number of
writers from a low income background. These findings, which will be gathered into a
detailed report during Q.3, directly fed into decisions made on eligibility and programme
structure. The findings will also have an impact within our wider activity as our
understanding of best legal, safeguarding, and creative practices increased.

Finally, the quarter also highlighted a need for a clearer and more pinpointed approach
to our international strategy. We’ve learnt that the role of international projects needs to
be reconsidered within the organisation and clear guidelines must be established to
ensure that any international projects align themselves with our wider strategy, whilst
also offering a platform for Wales’ writers and an opportunity for organisational learning.
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